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Problem:  Listening to the director’s channel can be very annoying with all the chatter.  Ideally you 
would want to only hear the director and not all the responses but still be able to talk to him if you 
needed to.

Solution:  
1.  Create a conf called DIR talk to user.  On the director’s key set it to only talk privilege, unchecking 
Listen Privilege.  This means the director cannot hear anything in this conference.  On the user’s Key, 
do the opposite.  Uncheck talk privilege which means the user can only listen to the conf.  This is the 
one way path for you to hear the director only.

2.  Create a conf called user talk to DIR.  On the director’s key set it to only listen privilege, 
unchecking talk privilege.  This means the director cannot talk in this conference.  On the user’s Key, 
do the opposite.  Uncheck listen privilege which means the user can only talk to the conf.  This is the 
one way path for the user to talk to the DIR.

3.  Create a standard Conf called Dir PL. Users can hear the full conversation if they wish to do so.  
On the director’s panel this standard conf can be put on the same key as the others.  This is the only 
key the director needs to talk on to do the show.

4.  Set user keys to momentary and the Director’s key to Auto
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